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Thank you for joining this AUPN course on Social Media and Web Presence.  I am Alissa Wilis, Chair of the Department of Neurology at University of Mississippi Medical Center.  Today you’ll hear a variety of perspectives on social media use and I’ll start with a brief overview of SM for chairs.
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I have no disclosures but I do have a disclaimer that I am not a SM expert. My #of Twitter followers actually makes me a novice compared to our other panelists today.



Social Media Platforms
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Social media is everywhere these days.  There are numerous platforms that enable communication and engagement in different mays.  As you can see from this chart, the majority of US adults have used YouTube and Twitter.  The average adult uses 3 of the 8 platforms shown here.  In addition, there are platforms such as Sermo, Doximity, and the Student Doctor Network that are designed specifically for healthcare professionals.  Each platform has a different demographic, format, and purpose.  In general Facebook and LinkedIn users are older than Twitter users.  My medical students tell me that all the cool people are on Insta and TikTok.



Social Media “Shingle”

• Promote a practice
• Recruit
• Provide education
• Communicate accomplishments
• Highlight research
• Network with other physicians
• Advocate for a cause
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So why should your department have a social media shingle? Everyone is doing it…but why? First, not having a SM presence makes your department look dated. Second, SM is an important part of a department’s external communication strategy. It’s not enough to do good work. SM can quickly increase visibility of a new practice.  In the setting of very limited travel, SM has been invaluable in residency and faculty recruitment. You can provide trainee and community education. You can also create opportunities to highlight faculty and department accomplishments and research.  It is a vehicle for updating alumni, networking with colleagues, and sometimes advocating for causes.



Social Media in Academic Neurology
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This is resident recruitment season so we’ll start with a few examples of SM in recruitment.  As you can see here, there are various ways of drawing interest for electives, attracting a live audience to hear more about your program, and sharing info about life as a resident in your program.



Social Media in Academic Neurology
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As I mentioned, SM can be used to increase the visibility of your program, faculty members, trainees, or research. Dr. Spencer users Twitter very effectively to promote colleagues. LinkedIn posts like you see here for the AUPN leadership minute can serve as a sort of press release to a specific professional group. These brief podcasts are well done and worth your time if you have not already checked them out. Facebook can be a mechanism of highlighting accomplishments for a general community. We wanted the Jackson metro area to know about our Stroke Center award and we’ve already reached more people through this post than annual visits to the webpage.  By tagging influencers like Dr. Lawson has done here, you can expand your reach and your network.



Social Media In Academic Neurology
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You will hear from Dr. Milligan about using social media for neurology education. Through Twitter she leads a larger morning report than any of us could have imagined. Faculty, residents, and students alike enjoy this engagement.  Many programs have followed on this theme. CME and community education are possible as well.



Social Media in Academic Neurology
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Social media can be used to show department engagement in advocacy events and organizations.  By tagging neurology on the hill and AAN advocacy, Dr. Milstein was able to share the New York City group’s efforts with not only his own network but also with neurologists throughout the country. You can also show support for institutional and community initiatives. Longer recorded messages can be shared by YouTube or Vimeo. We developed a series of live webcasts called MyelinMondays during Multiple Sclerosis Awareness month in March.   Our residents and faculty took to SM to encourage Covid vaccination.



How-To-Guide to Social Media
• Develop your goals and plan (including platform) based on those 

goals
• Questions to consider:

• What is your department’s message?
• Who is my intended audience?
• What content will we develop and what format should it be?
• How can I address reach and spread? #influencers   @influencers
• Who will manage the plan and the accounts? So important!

• Measure the impact and adjust your strategy
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This also sounds very easy but if a social media presence is done well, it is complex and intentional. Though an individual post from me or my department may seem random, each one is part of plan to reach a specific goal. In developing a plan, you must think about the message you want to communicate and to what audience. The answers to these questions will drive the content development, format, and strategy to increase reach.  For example, if I want my message to be check out our awesome residency program, we need to develop content (pictures, videos, stories) to show off the highlights of our program and also provide mechanisms for candidates to interact.  Our audience would be largely medical students who we know use Instagram and Twitter more than Facebook. We would want to identify networks and influencers to amplify our message.  The people running the accounts—a staff member and a senior resident—know the department well and work together to plan content months in advance.  Most platforms provide some sort of data though which you can measure your impact—likes, impressions, retweets, etc. Use this data to fine-tune your strategy. 



Get Input From Your Target Audience

• Engagement opportunity
• Leadership opportunity
• Test your brand and your impact
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Input from your target audience is important.  There are SM platforms that I don’t use and that would be obvious if I tried to use them without any guidance from students, residents, and faculty.  Many find this engagement to be fun and some have taken on leadership in SM campaigns.



Challenges
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Social media is not without pitfalls and challenges as you will hear from Dr. Spencer.  Remember that once something is out there, it is out there even if you quickly try to delete. Trying to “un-do” a mistake on Social Media can be like trying to put toothpaste back in the tube.  It can be messy and impossible.  Advance planning can help avoid many issues and ensure that the fun and engagement continues.



Thank you

• Faculty and residents of UMMC
• Network of colleagues
• Danielle Moss
• Dr. Prashant Natteru

(@PostDomRhythm)
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Thank you so much for your attention.  My department’s social media presence would not be possible without the support of my faculty, residents, and network of colleagues. Danielle Moss is the person who keeps us on the rails.  Dr. Prashant Natteru—our past chief resident and an influencer to add to your list—was the catalyst for resident and medical student engagement. I look forward to your questions and will leave you with this one from the most famous ophthalmologist portraying a neurologist.
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• None



Overview

• Utility of Twitter for the neurology trainee
• Establishing your personal brand
• How to make your Twitter feed “High Yield” as a trainee
• How and What to Tweet



Why join Twitter as a Trainee?

• Education
• Networking
• Recruitment
• Research



Establishing Your Personal Brand

• What is your primary goal?
• Dissemination of personal research
• Engaging with other providers
• Learning/Education
• Networking



Establishing Your Personal Brand

• Professional, personal, or both?

@DGlaucomflecken



Making your Twitter Feed High Yield

• #NeuroTwitterNetwork and #HowToNeuroTwitter Guide
• Associations
• Journals
• Content Creators



How and What to Tweet

• #Tweetorials
• Liking/Commenting/Retweeting



Thank you!

@EricLawson90
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Objectives

• 1. Review adult learning theory and principles of effective education
• 2. Provide examples of current state of neurology education on social 

media
• 3. Discuss best practices in neurology education on social media



How do adults learn?
Think about the last time you learned something 
new pertinent to being a physician. 
• What method worked for you?
• How have you used social media to learn? 
• What have you learned in the process of using 

social media?
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-problem solving, high yield, intellectually satisfying, challenging, practical end-point



Models of Learning
Children Adults Social Media

Self-
concept

Perception of 
dependence on 
teacher

Feel responsible for their own 
learning

Learning experiences that offer minimal instruction and 
maximum autonomy- allow self directed exploration

Role of 
experience

Teacher’s 
experience is 
what counts

Learn from each others 
experience

Take into account diverse audience; include variety of 
different instructional designs

Readiness 
to learn

Must be ready 
when they must

Ready to learn when they feel 
the need to know

Tie learning into social and professional roles; build social 
network and collaborate with those who share same 
interests

Orientation 
to learning

Subject and 
teacher 
centered 
orientation

Life-centered, task-centered
Need to know WHY they need to 
learn something
Learn WHEN they need to know

Why it is needed and when it can be applied; help them 
solve problems they encounter on a regular basis by 
offering real world examples and scenarios

Motivation Externally 
motivated

Primarily internally motivated 
with some external motivation

Valid reason for each activity; build team working and 
communication; involve in process of learning
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Learn what teacher wants them to learn





• Advertise and host CME



• Pose real-life clinical 
questions

• Interact about recent 
literature













Neurologists need to follow patient advocates!!! Patients who are well-
informed WANT to collaborate with neurologists and spread accurate 
information. Also, patients who have built a larger social media following have 
gained the trust of their audience and can amplify accurate information, while 
dispelling inaccurate information.  

tiktok needs more neurologists. Neuros tend to live on Twitter, which means 
that tiktok is rife with misinformation…. Doctors have a much better chance of 
reaching larger audiences on tiktok.



Why Twitter

• @rashmihalker… taught me the importance of tweetorials to 
explain papers especially when not everyone has access to 
more than the abstracts

• helping me keep up to date with impactful studies, connected 
me with educators across my varied interest, exposed me to 
teaching modules on EEG…, helped me understand how make 
clinical education a core piece of academic career, helped me 
solidify my own knowledge of topics by attempting to condense 
the important take aways into tweetorials, connected me to new 
ways of thinking about pathology  











Tweetorial

• series of educational tweets made by 
stringing together a series (i.e., thread) of 
tweets  

• allows the educator to get around the 
280-character limit per tweet

• tagged with a keywords or hashtags 

• numbered by the convention 1/n
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#HowToNeuroTwitter Guide
#NeuroTwitterNetwork2.0

#MedEd #FOAM
Editor: Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

PGY1 @Duke_Neurology

MedEd Neurology Accounts to Follow
Specialty Specific Twitter Accounts

Neurology Teaching Cases
Online Resources
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http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD
http://twitter.com/Duke_Neurology


Top #MedEd Accounts 2 Follow

https://twitter.com/AaronLBerkowitz

https://twitter.com/Tracey1milligan

https://twitter.com/ImaEbongMD

https://twitter.com/RachelSalasMD

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

https://twitter.com/AaronLBerkowitz
https://twitter.com/Tracey1milligan
https://twitter.com/ImaEbongMD
https://twitter.com/RachelSalasMD
http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


Top #MedEd Accounts 2 Follow

https://twitter.com/RebeccaFasanoMD https://twitter.com/EricaSchuyler

https://twitter.com/AndrewSpectorMD https://twitter.com/LyellJ

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

https://twitter.com/RebeccaFasanoMD
https://twitter.com/EricaSchuyler
https://twitter.com/AndrewSpectorMD
https://twitter.com/LyellJ
http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


Top #MedEd Accounts 2 Follow

https://twitter.com/DrNicteMejia
https://twitter.com/RoyStrowdMD

https://twitter.com/yaleneuropd https://twitter.com/CSWhiteMD

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 
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Top #MedEd Accounts 2 Follow

https://twitter.com/MoiseyWoisey

https://twitter.com/fabnascimen

https://twitter.com/Dr_Ighodaro
https://twitter.com/caseyalbin

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

https://twitter.com/MoiseyWoisey
https://twitter.com/RebeccaFasano
https://twitter.com/Dr_Ighodaro
https://twitter.com/caseyalbin
http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


#EEGTalk - Learn How to Read EEGs

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/F%C3%A1bioANascimento Twitter: https://twitter.com/EEGTalk

We invite you to join us in our #EEGEd project - @EEGTalk. 
Our only goal is to teach EEG and make the learning process more digestible and fun! 

We go over one EEG per episode, which will be hosted on @YouTube, 
and we often invite worldwide experts in the field to join our show. 

We won't stop until all neurologists can read EEG!
Please subscribe to our YouTube channel here: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxpmXPBKKB2hVuxgMd6eR3A. 
You can also follow us on Twitter (@EEGTalk).

We can't wait to see on board!

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

https://www.youtube.com/c/F%C3%A1bioANascimento
https://twitter.com/EEGTalk
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/www.youtube.com/channel/UCxpmXPBKKB2hVuxgMd6eR3A__;!!Aut6IJkzM0Y!9jc4OmiTpQG4L0ALT67F2pWS4z_DTXEjEiJFvZp8Js0R6YxJTTHKKyEf9quwrzwN$
http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


#EEGCaseOfTheDay

Learn how to use EEG from one of 
the best teachers in the country! 

She has basic video and daily 
cases to challenge yourself with! 

Follow @RebeccaFasanoMD for all 
your EEG needs

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


#Neudrawlogy

Neudrawlogy has the challenging mission of simplifying 
neurology! Through aesthetically appealing infographics, you 
will find images that address both the "simple" and everyday 
topics of neurology and the most complex and fascinating 
ones!

Twitter: https://twitter.com/neudrawlogy

Dr. Stephanie Reyes @stephreyesMD 

https://twitter.com/neudrawlogy
http://twitter.com/stephreyesMD


Social Media:
Guidelines for protecting patient privacy

Based on Crane et al. (2016).  AMA journal of ethics 

Type of information Recommendations

Date Avoid saying “today I saw a case of rare entity X” Never use dates. Be 
intentionally vague (“I recently saw an example of…”)

Unusual or newsworthy circumstances Avoid information disclosure that could allow direct association with 
a recent crime or accident. Delay posting cases that are highly 
unusual

Identifying images Avoid posting full facial images or identifying features without a 
signed waiver

Age Do not use exact age

Geography Avoid specifying geography smaller than a state

Anatomic site/patient history Modify clinical history
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